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[ Sorting Pictures ]
Solution: The photos have the name of the two photo development locations on the
back. There are four photos for each location. The first location is Simon’s Classic
Photos. The second location is Retro Photography.



[ Computer Unlock ]
Password: salmon



[ Crime Scene 1 ]
Password: 15j 

This location is the only location off of CR182 that has a boating area and pine trees.



[ Developing Film Puzzle ]
Solution: “If only I had someone else to help me. I am all alone.”

Use this information with the heights to eliminate some of the suspects. 



[ Crime Scene 2 ]
Password: 13s

Based on the time and locations in the photos, the killer is heading south on Main St.
This is only storage business in that location.



[ Raven Photos ]
Solution: TE



[ Crime Scene 3 ]
Password: 2v



[ Mr. Drakes Burgers & Shakes Maze ]
Password: 231



[ Zachary’s Unlock ]
Password: 231 .



[ Suspect Eliminations ]

In the journal paper from the killer, the Darkroom Devil mentions that they are
known for their photography. In the note section of the suspect list, two people,
Tyler and Tucker, are noted as not being well-known for photography.
The puzzle using the paper from the website and the photo development sheet
reveals the killer is doing this solo. This, with what officer Hamilton tells you,
will let you eliminate anyone shorter than 5’8”. Because the killer can slouch to
make him/herself shorter he/she can make him/herself taller. So you know that
the killer is at least 5’8”

In the journal paper from the killer, the Darkroom Devil mentions that it would
be easier to lure people in if he were a woman. So this eliminates all of the
females.
The polaroids of the birds give you the letters T and E. This will eliminate Chris
and Danny.

In the journal paper from the killer, the Darkroom Devil mentions that the
victims' workplaces form a triangle, and his workplace is inside the triangle. So
this eliminates Robert, Dante, and Athena since their workplaces are outside
the triangle.
Solving the burger puzzle for Zachary will get you the information for the
killer’s weight. In Zachary’s unlock, he mentions that the killer weighs more
than 170 lbs. So you can eliminate anyone who weighs less than 170 lbs.

There are 6 ways to eliminate suspects. You will have to use all six to be left with
one suspect. Who, if you have done everything right, will be the killer.

Crime Scene One
1.

2.

Crime Scene Two
1.

2.

Crime Scene Three
1.

2.



[ Killer Envelope ]
Password: stevengaines

Look at the suspect elimination page for details on how to eliminate suspects.



[ Desk Unlock ]
Password: 2101



[ Menu Puzzle/Phone Unlock ]
Password: a7b2c4


